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Chairperson of Al-Saad Knowledge and
Scientific Research Foundation
Sheikha Fadia Saad Al-Abdullah Al-

Sabah said courses of ‘Ibtikar Al-Kuwait for
female students researches and projects’ aim
at polishing skills of innovative students by
using scientific methods.

“The initiative seeks to achieve its goals
through the use of modern technological
tools, and develop electronic curricula and
use them in a way that helps the educational
process,” Sheikha Fadia said on the sidelines
of the launch of a training course of Ibtikar
Al-Kuwait in cooperation with the education
ministry.

She added that the training programs given by the initiative outside
school hours provide a learning environment that allows students to discov-
er their own interests in addition to gaining confidence as learners through
the use of technology. The creative use of Ibtikar Al-Kuwait initiative pro-
grams helps the formation of interests and involvement in researches and
projects, as well as making achievements by presenting a safe environment
for learning after school hours, she noted.

Sheikha Fadia emphasized the importance of the courses by providing
an atmosphere through which students can work with trainers to discover

their self-ideas, develop their skills and participate in building their society.
She said the initiative has developmental dimensions and seek to elevate
students’ levels in all Arab countries through the opening of constructive
communication windows between them. 
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The Defense Ministry Camp invited the International Women’s Committee, Kuwait Chapter, to visit the winter camp, to see firsthand the social and entertainment programs during the
holiday period. Guests were received by Jihad Al-Tukhaim and committee advisor Narjis Al-Shatti. Guests were informed about the importance of the camp for the Kuwait society,
then they were served with Kuwaiti traditional desserts followed by a luncheon to get them acquainted with Kuwaiti dishes. Members of the International Women’s Committee,

Kuwait Chapter, include spouses of ambassadors and diplomats in Kuwait. 
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